
Tomatoes |
SanLucar Oasis
Geothermal water for environmentally friendly
cult ivat ion and sustainability

SanLucar Oasis is located about 450 kilometres south of the
capital city Tunis and develops a sophisticated and
environmentally friendly cultivation concept, the base of
which is its source: In cold nights, the greenhouses are
heated with 60° warm geothermal water. This is to make
sure that the temperature does not drop dramatically. As our

Aromatic tomato
range
No matter if they are salad,
snacking, cooking or spoiling –
we have the right tomato for
the right time!
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The right tomato for
the right time
Tomatoes are German and
Austrian people’s favourite
vegetables: another reason
to include only the most
delicious tomatoes in
SanLucar assortment. And
who can claim to have a
tomato oasis of their own?
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experienced growers know, tomatoes ripen particularly well
in even temperatures. About 95 percent of the exploited salt
water is cooled and purified into drinking water for the
surrounding villages: a sign of efficient sustainability.

 

Saline spring water for tomatoes with taste

Tomatoes that do taste of tomatoes? We have them at
SanLucar! As regards taste, our Oasen-Tomaten (Oasis
Tomatoes) benefit from another trick: Our expert growers
mix a small part of saline spring water with fresh water and
use it for irrigation purposes. That enhances the taste
intensity and the unique aroma of tomatoes in quite a
natural way. In terms of freshness, the fruit also benefits from
its growing land: The quick connection to European ports,
especially Genoa and Marseille, enables a quick delivery to
Germany. This way, the aromatic red delicacies get fresh to
your table within only 3-4 days.
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